West Ridge Equine
West Ridge Veterinary Practice
Lapford, Devon
Equine vet vacancy

Would you like to work in the beautiful West Country, with a good work life balance and above
average pay package? Well look no further!
We are looking for an extra vet to join our expanding independent ambulatory Equine practice in
Mid Devon.
The work comprises of a mix of competition horses, race horses and riding ponies, with stud work
available for interested applicants.
We are lucky enough to have a full range of state of the art mobile diagnostic equipment, with
trained office staff to help enable us to carry out all of our work on-yard. We would be expecting
the right candidate to be keen and interested in working up their own cases, with help available
from senior vets when required.
Our clients are lovely and very loyal, so good down-to-earth communication skills are key here.
Our team strives towards being friendly and approachable, with a strong team-work ethic, so we
would be looking for someone like-minded. In return there will always be someone available to swap
a night or weekend on call!
We offer a 1 in 4 out-of-hours rota, with a flexible day off in lieu after a weekend worked. There are
4 weeks holiday, and days off in lieu of any bank holidays worked. 5 days of CPD is encouraged per
annum and paid for up to a value of £1500. Once you have been here a while, we will encourage you
to take further formal CPD towards certificates, diplomas etc.
We will also pay for your VDS, BEVA and BVA membership. A mobile phone is provided and a vehicle
if required. A generous salary is available based on experience.
There are potential future ownership options available for the right candidate – a rarity in this
increasingly corporate world.
Please send all applications to senior vet Gordon Sidlow, grsidlowvet@gmail.com, or if you would
like to call and discuss the position further please call 01363 83030 and ask to speak to Gordon or
Hannah.

